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This is a self- interview by Poon Kan Chi 

Interviewer: Poon 
Interviewee: Chi 
 

Poon: Why is the exhibition called “Flower”? 

Chi: “Cou2 faa1 tau4” is a radical of Chinese character. Cou2 is grass. Faa1 is 
flower. Tau4 is head. Also, they formed Poon Kan chi’s creative elements.


Poon: When did you start to apply these creative elements? 

Chi: I have been creating a series of paintings about flowers based on a very pure 
personal fondness towards flowers since 2012. At that time I recognized that “flower” was 
a very attractive element that could be found in daily life such as the pattern design and 
cotton print. (Suddenly I discovered “ flower ” as another most attractive item besides “ 
human face ” ) Over three years of creating flowers’ paintings, till now, I am quite sure that 
flower functions as a common element that symbolises our daily life.




Poon: Does the symbol “Flower” contain any special meaning to you? 

Chi: “Flower” is a symbol that embodies lots of my memories: patterns found in 
my childhood bedding and curtains, the small floral prints patterns on the dress that I wore 
and flowers that I received as a grown-up. “Flower” as a symbol is forming a familiar sense 
of security and from following and tracing boredom and repeating patterns and colour 
collage, it is also related to the physical education of aesthetics and understanding of 
natural plants.


Poon: Apart from those flowers painted on the canvas, I discovered that there are 
window- or photo frame-like objects on your paintings which are in bigger size, is there 
any reason for that? 

Chi: The process of visual creation may contain many personal ideas and 
emotions, which need to be contained in a space. While the most natural and common 
space in everyday life is “Room”, our idea of the private space is actually our own planet, 
where we can do whatever we want as if no one would see us. Whenever there is a time to 
stay alone or when we are dazing before falling asleep, it is a good time for thinking. At 
those moments, a strong loneliness is proliferated, which is like the existence of an 
imaginative space of unknown or a window you cannot see through.


Poon: Let’s talk about the experience of how you cross your road with Hong Kong 
Art School. 

Chi: That was a day during the summer time, when I was leaving the Hong Kong 
Book Fair, that I was caught in a sudden heavy rain. As I tried to find a place for 
cover,there I saw a mountain of booklets and brochures featuring Hong Kong Art School’s 
art programmes. Two days later, I got an admission interview offered by the Hong Kong Art 
School and finally an offer to study arts there … The main point is that that was the first 
time that I came to know about the existence of the Hong Kong Art School.


Poon: How has your creative process been developing since then? 

Chi: Tracing back to 2008, the second year of my study at the Hong Kong Art 
School, I started to think about the starting point of my creation. I discovered that my first 
desire of “controllable drawing” is the imitative sketching of the cartoon Sailormoon. After 
a few years of precipitation, I tried to find the real meaning of this “revelation” and started 
to create the body of art work in a more concrete and simpler way. I wish this exhibition 
could bring a magic “click moment” for the audience about the memory and perception of 
private space, or/and the reflective experience of feeling uncertain about one’s personal 
identity. Thank you!


https://gallery.hkas.edu.hk/2014-12.html


http://www.hkac.org.hk/en/artslink.php?aid=653 

MORE UPDATE AT FACEBOOK PAGE:

https://www.facebook.com/poonkanchi


VIEW MY WEBSITE: 
http://WWW.POONKANCHI.COM/


OR MORE PHOTOS AT: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/130108555@N03/sets/72157649407264559/
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